
Differential Communication: A Proposition

Technique

* Work with at least one other person. 
* What are some of the heterogeneous series (different thoughts/feelings) you 
find yourself thinking-feeling-expressing? You singular or you plural? “You” as 
you emerge with such thoughts/feelings/expressions. Maybe even write them 
down. It doesn’t matter how you write them. Or sketch them. You might 
write/sketch them next to those of at least one other who is also writing/sketching 
theirs (“you”, as of course you are already multiple, could perhaps just write this 
down next to another series of your own). Already you have two sets of moving 
differentials. One propels a single heterogeneous series. The other is between 
two (or more) heterogeneous series.
* At times you might adjust the heterogeneous series and their differential 
engagement's intensity (exaggerate this, diminish this). You might for example 
exaggerate or diminish differences in points of view/ideas/character/mood, or 
exaggerate or diminish uncertainties, so that things follow each other uncertainly, 
or with great clarity. This is not to energise antagonisms or positions—there 
might, we hope, be more subtlety to this technique—but so as to see the 
differential arise the more (in order to "see the situation" as Grant Courbishley 
said to me recently).
* What are the contrasts (in Whitehead's terms—differences that can remain with 
each other, sustaining a certain intensity. Think of a Rothko painting—of the 
contrast in colours—for example)? Just note them.
* Next, follow the movement of the contrasts. They will not stand still long, if at 
all. 
* Think about relations—those that form “you”, “us” or more basically perhaps 
Bateson’s “difference that makes a difference”, only as abstractions from 
contrasts (which is what Whitehead says they are).
* Let the contrasts move each other, including those that are your thinking-
feeling-moving at this time ... this time … this time … feel the this in the “this 
time”, the formation and dissolution of what William James called the “specious 
present”, it’s being taked up by later specious presents. This would almost be 
phenomenology, except that “you” is part of the process, constantly moved, 
constituted and dissolved within this process. 
* No one has to resolve the differentials/contrasts (that's a relief!), but rather just 
be with them. 
* Follow the differentials themselves. They will lead you to the movement of a 
multiplicity. See what emerges. 
* Follow what emerges that is neither “your” series nor the “other’s” 
series, nor the resolution of anything between the two of them. It is simply 
what is new, “in-between”. 
* That's the most important bit. Ride/go with the differential and the multiplicity 
and see where it takes you.



* There should be quite a bit of waiting, listening, looking, pausing involved. It 
might perhaps feel comfortable and slightly not at the same time.
* The whole process should return to waiting, silence (in whatever form that 
takes), listening, looking often. As often as possible.
* I suspect this is better done with ideas, affects, even movements and 
speculations rather than "your feelings". If you start, and that's not it, you can 
stop. And wait again. That's ok.
* If you don't like the technique at any time you can stop altogether. It's never 
compulsory. The aim is to feel more comfortable with the contrast. To find the 
value in it. To allow the contrast to sweep up positions/conceptual 
schemas/models/habits/interpretations in a way that is a relief. It's not the aim to 
make people feel uncomfortable. It's also not meant as a therapy. It's meant as a 
different way of communicating, although one that gets to the heart of 
communicative events.
* It will though be difficult, kind of impossible really I suspect. It will fail. That's ok. 
I suspect that might be part of it working.
* Do away with faciality if you can, at least for a while, as an experiment (faciality 
can be a bit of a trap). You can do this by looking at another face involved, or 
your own in a mirror as we’ve all done at some time, for longer than is 
comfortable (difficult and requires permission). You can just choose to ignore it. 
Look away but remain in contact in thought-feeling.
* Maybe you can do this in different languages?
* You could certainly do it with concepts—the different ways they are understood. 

Bonus Points

You will avoid bonus points (and since points only ever cause trouble, the more 
than are avoided the better), if you can:
—wait as long as it takes until you really want to say something, do something. 
Then when you are certain, say it, do it. That could be a long time. It might be 
whole minutes or hours. Things might emerge and disappear throughout this 
waiting. It might that you really feel you want to say/do something, then, before 
you say/do it, you no longer want to. (Be nice to people you are communicating 
with at this point—in fact throughout!).
—responses might be never
—events might occur, and responses might come together and dissipate, move 
on at certain points in silence .. there's no reason to "declare" or communicate in 
the usual sense?
* You can work with differential communication technique across sensory 
registers, among other things following the lure for feeling the amodal.
* Do this with the nonhuman, even the inhuman (there’s a difference). The 
nonhuman outside the human (how is it registering it’s own series? how is it 
thinking-feeling?). The nonhuman “within”. Of course all of these heterogeneous 
series will include the nonhuman, the ‘more than human’ (as Erin Manning calls 
it), the way that both of these are also "our own" series, or that we are "their 



own". You could work with the air in the room, with electronic devices—whatever 
works for you.
* Feel for the transactions between actual and virtual, in the immanence of the 
communication, for real, in the moment. Watch for movements, differences, the 
shifting in directions, the emergences, the disappearances and dissolves … 
‘changing changing’ (Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: 10). What is difference, 
really, as it works its work? Differentiation? 
* How does all this resonate with those feelings that take you up as you at this 
moment, or as not you, or not quite...? Where is the line? How does this line or 
block move, come together, dissolve? How do feelings of power move with this? 
Those that make “you” or a sense of “you”, at this moment? Those that are 
feelings of power that are “not you” but nevertheless presenting themselves, with 
clarity, or vaguely? 
* Follow the infolding and outfolding of feeling as described, of aims, of 
differentials in process, of movements, of actuality and impossible to feel yet felt 
virtuality.

Discusssion

A proposition is a lure for feeling (as Whitehead put it), for novelty, although 
perhaps as a new way to feel a common situation. This proposition is a lure for 
feeling for the immanence of communication (remember that communication as a 
word comes from communicare or, simply, sharing). 

Despite the fact that we are so often in the midst of something we often call 
communication, we perhaps find it difficult to explore the immanence of the 
communicative event, from within it, as it happens. It is also difficult to feel—at 
least consciously—the movement of the many feelings that move through a 
communicative event immanently. So this proposition is a lure for feeling things 
differently—in fact differentially, as difference happens—from within a specific 
event of communication. 
The proposal, like all lures for feeling, is a lure for feeling other feelings, but in 
this case feelings within the communicative event that feel its tendencies in a 
different way, feelings that usually go unnoticed usually in communication. The 
proposal is also to amplify, modulate, perhaps transducing or even convolve 
these feelings, finding some novelty or even just space within communicative 
events. In doing so, it proposes a felt understanding of communication that is 
somewhat differently to many given ideas about it, models of it, and felt 
experiences of it. It is a lure for feeling more fully what are the always occurring 
and unavoidable lures for differential feeling and novelty to be found within 
communication, immanently. 

In doing so the proposition is also an exploration of the event of micropolitics as it 
takes place within communicative events. 



The proposition itself is only a loose proposition, one with which to enter into the 
movement of a situation as it is becomes a situation. As a proposition it’s open to 
work/discussion/objection/trial/development/undevelopment. In fact—let’s be 
honest—as well as a lure it's a kind of grasping towards some kinds of feeling-
power itself. Maybe I'm off the track. Although even just thinking about this 
possible set of techniques might raise interesting questions.

So the above proposition/technique is for feeling contrasts and tensions 
producing shifting tendencies and actual shifts within the multiplicity of the 
communicative event. 

*Test run by Andrew Murphie at the SenseLab, Montreal, fall 2015.


